
The `Graduiertenkolleg' onthe Magellani Clouds and other Dwarf Galaxiesat the Universities of Bohum and BonnK.S. de Boer, on behalf of past and presentstipendiats, supervisors, and membersAbstratThe GRK was oneived in the early 1990s and was funded as of 1993. Being in its �nal year,the history of and developments in the GRK are reviewed.1 Struture of a `Graduiertenkolleg'The organisational struture Graduiertenkolleg (GRK) was reated by the Deutshe Forshungsge-meinshaft (DFG) to strengthen interation among dotoral students and their supervisors withinuniversity researh groups. Finaned by the DFG and the loal state government, a GRK providesstipendia for a �xed period of 3 years to up to 15 dotoral students, inluding generous support fortravel, meetings, and guests. One of the goals is to bring together varied disiplines to investigatea given researh area while another goal is to stimulate students and sta� to omplete the work fortheir PhD in a period approahing just 3 years. Suh GRKs may be extended with further 3 yearstwo times.2 Establishing the Bonn-Bohum GRKAfter extensive deliberations among the olleagues in the astronomial institutes of the universitiesin the state of Nordrhein-Westfalen (NRW) about the topi for a GRK, the hoie ultimately fellon the Magellani Clouds (MCs). These two dwarf galaxies are of large general interest to astron-omy while also a onsiderable body of expertise on stars and stellar populations, the interstellarmedium, and the kinematis was present in the partiipating institutes. The institutes inluded theRadioastronomishes Institut and the Sternwarte of the University of Bonn and the AstronomishesInstitut of the Ruhr-University in Bohum.The �nal researh proposal was edited by U. Mebold (Bonn), after earlier versions by K. Rohlfsand Th. Shmidt-Kaler (Bohum). It was exeptional in the sense that it ombined researhersfrom two universities. The proposal inluded plans for regular meetings of the partiipants fromBohum and Bonn. It was approved and in 1993 our GRK ould start with stipendia for 9 PhDstudents. After the �rst period of three years an �rst extension in extended form was granted, witha subjet that was widened to inlude researh on DGs. This was followed by the third three yearperiod, whih now omes to an end.
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3 Development of the GRK1993-1995:\The Magellani Clouds and their interation with the Milky Way"9 PhD stipendiaSpokesperson: U. Mebold (Bonn)Supervisors: J. Dahs, J.V. Feitzinger, R. Hanushik, K. Rohlfs, Th. Shmidt-Kaler (Bohum), andK.S. de Boer, W. Hirth, U. Klein, W. Kundt, U. Mebold, T. Rihtler, W. Seggewi� (Bonn)The researh aimed at the Magellani Clouds with lots of stellar investigations, some on inter-stellar matters, and some on gas of the Milky Way halo inluding the Magellani Stream. Speialattention was given to the interation of the Galaxy, the LMC and the SMC, and the traes of thatinteration in all three galaxies. It was felt that other dwarf galaxies (DGs) ought to be inludedto give our studies on the struture of the MCs a broader perspetive.In total 13 joint meetings took plae. Loations inluded the outpost Observatory `HoherList' of the Sternwarte, the Internationales Begegnungszentrum in Bohum, as well as other smallonferene entres.1996-1998:\The Magellani Clouds and other Dwarf Galaxies; Astrophysis of small Galaxies"12 PhD stipendia, 2 Postdotoral fellowshipsSpokesperson: U. Klein (Bonn),Vie-spokesperson: R. Hanushik (Bohum)Supervisors: R. Chini, R.-J. Dettmar, J.V. Feitzinger, R. Hanushik, R. Shlikeiser (Bohum),and K.S. de Boer, U. Klein, U. Mebold, T. Rihtler, W. Seggewi� (Bonn)The MCs ontinued to be the main interest, now intensifying the studies of their interstellarmaterial, while DGs slowly gained the prominent plae they deserve due to the prominent rôle theyplay in the bottom-up senario of galaxy evolution. With that development, also questions aboutthe nature and distribution of dark matter beame important.In this period we had 16 joint meetings inluding guests. Loations ranged from the Inter-nationales Begegnungszentrum in Bohum, the institutes in Bonn and further modest onfereneentres. The January meetings now mostly took plae in the Physikzentrum Bad Honnef.In January 1998 the GRK organised an international onferene held in the Physikzentrum inBad Honnef. 74 partiipants from all over the world joined in presentations and disussions and theproeeding were published (`The Magellani Clouds and other Dwarf Galaxies', edited by Rihtler& Braun (see http//"www.astro.uni-bonn.de/�webgk").1999-2001:\The Magellani System, Galaxy Interation and the Development of Dwarf Galaxies"12 PhD stipendia, 2 Postdotoral fellowshipsSpokesperson: K.S. de Boer (Bonn), Vie-spokesperson: R. Chini (Bohum)Supervisors: D.J. Bomans, R. Chini, R.-J. Dettmar, S. H�uttemeister, R. Shlikeiser (Bohum),and K.S. de Boer, A. Heithausen, U. Klein, U. Mebold, P. Shneider, W. Seggewi� (Bonn)Studies of the MCs ontinued but researh on DGs dominated the e�orts of the GRK. These nowinluded studies of the total mass in DGs (rotation urves and dark matter) as well as interationswith the environments.During this period there will be a total of 16 meetings expeted, inluding an internationalonferene presented in these proeedings. The present international onferene takes again plaein the Physikzentrum in Bad Honnef. Sine it likely is the last onferene of this kind within theurrent GRK (funding will formally end by the end of 2001), the present report about the originsand evolution of this GRK is inluded in these proeedings.2



Over the years, the GRK got rejuvenated ontinuously. In partiular the PhD students ame intothe GRK and left, some to enter postdo positions at other astronomy entres, some for hallengingpositions elsewhere in soiety. But also at the supervisor level hanges took plae. Th. Shmidt-Kaler, K. Rohlfs and J. Dahs of Bohum retired and had R.-J. Dettmar and R. Chini as suessors.On the more theoretially oriented side R. Shlikeiser (Bohum) and P. Shneider (Bonn) joinedthe GRK. Also with the junior supervisory sta� hanges took plae: R. Hanushik (Bohum) leftto ESO and T. Rihtler (Bonn) left for Chile while reent additions were S. H�uttemeister (Bohum)and A. Heithausen (Bonn).4 ThanksWe, the stipendiats, the supervisors, and the members are grateful to the DFG and the StateGovernment of NRW for having granted this GRK-118. We owe them a lot in terms of researhopportunities, researh suesses, and pleasure in our work. We are also grateful to our universityadministrations for the unfailing support of our endeavours.
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